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A new method forces a machine learning model to focus on more data when learning a task, which leads to more reliable predictions. If your Uber driver takes a shortcut, you might get to your ...

Avoiding Shortcut Solutions in Artificial Intelligence for More Reliable Predictions
MIT researchers developed a technique that reduces the tendency for contrastive learning models to use shortcuts, by forcing the model to focus on features in the data that it hadn’t considered before ...

Avoiding shortcut solutions in artificial intelligence
Next Science (ASX:NXS) has seen its XPERIENCE Surgical Solution cleared by Australia’s Therapeutic Goods Administration ...

Next Science (ASX:NXS) secures TGA approval for sales of XPERIENCE
But it will have kids seeking out cool solutions to the risk of fires in their own homes. “Fire! Science & Safety” opens Friday ... that are present in our houses and apartments, how simple changes ...

Photos: Science Center’s new exhibit helps ‘fire danger detectives’ reduce risks in their own homes
Data scientists use mathematics, statistics, algorithms, and coding to extract insights from databases. It also keeps the database current, reduces redundancy, and reduces noise. Right now, data ...

5 Industry Influencing Factors for the Future of Data Science
I overheard a haunting conversation between two 70-something gentlemen. We three sat in the lobby of an auto repair shop waiting on our cars.

Sally Barber: Becoming earth heroes with solutions at home
It can be easy for climate-conscious individuals to get lost down rabbit holes regarding which actions really move the needle in terms of reducing personal carbon emissions. This list helps navigate.

This List Ranks Individual Climate Solutions Based on Their Potential for Emissions Reductions
and it alone contains enough material to fill five years of science-you-missed columns. Don’t be fooled by its size, though. Climate change is still a simple problem with a conceptually simple ...

The Climate Science You Missed
Karius, the world leader in liquid biopsy for infectious diseases, has been selected as the winner of the “Infectious Disease Testing Solution of the Year” award, for its ground-breaking diagnostic ...

Karius Test Named “Infectious Disease Testing Solution of the Year” at Inaugural 2021 BioTech Breakthrough Awards
Biopharmaceutical laboratories working across R&D, manufacturing and quality control (QC) environments can now streamline biopharmaceutical characterization, process monitoring and release testing ...

End-to-End Multi-Attribute Method Solution Accelerates Biotherapeutic Development and Manufacturing
Although less established than probiotics or prebiotics, functional foods containing synbiotics are expected to grow in popularity.

How science and personalised nutrition could spur growth in synbiotics
JSHealth, Australia’s leading wellness and lifestyle brand founded by clinical nutritionist-turned-public personality Jessica Sepel, has launched today a revolutionary 4-step skincare system that is ...

JSHealth Launches Science-Backed 4-Step Skincare System Packed With Vitamin Goodness
What can we learn from this? After all, Spotify -- and streaming solutions in general -- don't look anything like an iPod. So, what gives? The answer is simple: They got the entire job done on a ...

The CRM industry: A new science for customer experience
Exipure is a natural weight loss supplement with a unique mechanism of action to target fat-burning processes and improve them. As per its official website, this weight-regulating formula uses eight ...

Exipure Reviews Know All The Science Behind This Pure Dietary Support
Dotmatics Ltd, an Insightful Science company that ... a partnership with RockStep Solutions (RockStep), a developer of software tools for managing data and operations for in vivo research. The ...

Dotmatics partners with RockStep Solutions to provide an integrated solution for digitalized in vivo drug discovery
These capabilities will be integrated across Databricks' Lakehouse Platform, enabling anyone with just a very basic understanding of data science to train advanced ... that prefers low-code/no-code ...

Databricks Buys Data Science Firm 8080 Labs
The Covid-19 pandemic has the world turning to the science of the immunity system. The last two years unfurled many debates and discussions on raising immunity and witnessed many products that claimed ...

World Ayurveda Day: Boost your immunity with these Ayurvedic solutions
The National Science Foundation (NSF) wants to find out and iProov, the world leader in facial biometric authentication technology, and its partners have been awarded funds to explore it. iProov and ...

iProov, MATTR, and the University of Washington to Create Solution to Thwart the Spread of Disinformation Online for the NSF
today announced a partnership with RockStep Solutions (RockStep), a developer of software tools for managing data and operations for in vivo research. The collaboration combines the simple ...
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